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Although scanner price quotes and expenditures have great promise in
improving the Consumer Price Index (CPI), their use has introduced new
problems. One major problem confronting the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) is the treatment of an item that experiences no purchases during a
particular time period. Either a price can be explicitly imputed for this item
or it can be implicitly imputed by ignoring it in the construction of the price
index. This paper examines and compares diﬀerent imputation methods.
Indexes are then constructed using these various imputation methods using
price and expenditure data from scanner sales of cereal in the New York
area.
In scanner databases, when a particular item in a particular outlet does
not sell in a certain time period, it is not possible to determine if this non-
sale was the result of no inventories or of no consumer demand for the prod-
uct, perhaps because the price was too high. Currently, under the BLS man-
ual sampling system, if an item is still on the outlet shelf and experiences no
purchase, the “list” price displayed on the shelf is sampled because the data
collector can still observe the price on the shelf. In the scanner databases,
when an item is not sold, it is not even possible to get a “list” price. There-
fore, missing prices can be a result of at least one of two events in scanner
data, but only one event in the current manual sampling system of the CPI.
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the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.Imputation of missing prices can be done implicitly or explicitly. Implicit
imputation occurs when the missing item is ignored.1 For example, similar
items can be grouped together in such a way that the groups are large
enough so that there is always at least one item sold in each group. One
would calculate unit values of only the sold items in the groups and then
compute a price index using the unit values. The reason that this is an im-
plicit imputation method is that there is an implied imputation of the prices
of the nonpurchased item with its group unit value. Explicit imputation in-
volves the direct replacement of a missing price with an estimated price.
There is a rich literature on imputation of missing data. Little and Rubin
(1987) provide a thorough method for imputing random variables that are
“missing at random.” Under these conditions, the probability that a ran-
dom variable is missing is independent of the random variable itself, al-
though one could use other exogenous variables to generate a replacement
random variable whose distribution well approximates the distribution of
the missing variable. Unfortunately, it is not possible to assume that the
probability of a missing price is independent of its level. Therefore, an un-
biased statistical imputation of prices needs to account for these selection
eﬀects.
Armknecht and Maitland-Smith (1999) and Feenstra and Diewert
(2000) discuss alternative imputation methods for missing prices in the con-
struction of price indexes. In their studies, missing prices are not necessar-
ily the result of a nonsale. Seasonality, erratic reporting, and replacement
with newer models are cited as possible causes. Feenstra and Diewert eval-
uate the alternatives in their study by their ability to both minimize the er-
ratic movement in the price index and still incorporate all available infor-
mation. This contrasts with the goal of Little and Rubin (1987), for whom
the replacement variable should have a statistical distribution that closely
approximates the distribution of the missing variable. The methods in this
paper include the unit value approach, the carry forward approach, and the
current BLS approach, as well as an economic approach that uses a combi-
nation of micro-theory and the methods of Little and Rubin. The reason
that these methods are studied is that some are easy to implement but do
not estimate the welfare eﬀects of nonsales, whereas the economic approach
is more diﬃcult to implement and can be prone to speciﬁcation and mea-
surement error. Using the database that currently generates the BLS scan-
ner cereal index for New York, I generate indexes for each of these methods
and compare the results of the easier methods to the diﬃcult ones. All of the
methods except for the unit value approach produce indexes that are close
in magnitude even though their pairwise diﬀerences are statistically signiﬁ-
cant.
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1. Armknecht and Maitland-Smith (1999) discuss implicit and explicit imputation in great
detail.This study is organized as follows. Section 11.2 describes the various im-
putation methods that will be examined in this paper. Section 11.3 describes
the cereal scanner data set, and ﬁnally section 11.4 describes the results of
computing price indexes for cereal in New York using the alternative in-
dexes imputation methods described in section 11.2.
11.2 Imputation Methods
11.2.1 Unit Values
Perhaps the easiest method from a computational standpoint is grouping
items so that at least one item within each group is purchased and then cal-
culating a unit value for each group. At a second-stage level, the “all-items”
price index is computed from the group unit values. This grouping does not
necessarily need to be across items within a time period, but can group
across time periods. Hausman (1996) uses the unit value approach to get his
elementary prices.
Suppose that there are G groups of goods. Then the unit value, UV g, for
the gth group with N g items is
UV g   ,
where pi and qi are, respectively, the price and quantity sold of item i. Since
this is a quantity-weighted average, UV gis not a suﬃcient statistic if qiis also
a function of pi.
Although computationally simple, using unit values is still controversial.
Diewert (1995) recommends using unit values, yet he does not show that the
unit value index will “closely” approximate a true price index. In response
to Diewert’s article, Balk (1998) investigates the suﬃcient conditions for an
index using unit values to be an appropriate price index. One of three inde-
pendent criteria must be satisﬁed: (a) there is no variance in price within the
group; (b) all the products within the group are perfect substitutes; (c) the
group has a Leontieﬀ cost function. However, when none of these condi-
tions is satisﬁed, it is not clear how closely the unit value approximates the
true price index, because these conditions are suﬃcient but not necessary.
Since unit values implicitly impute the missing prices, if items within a
group are not perfect substitutes or complements but are diﬀerentiated,
then the imputed price is based on quality characteristics that are not nec-
essarily embodied in the product.
11.2.2 Bureau of Labor Statistics Method
Currently, when BLS collects its monthly sample of prices and an item in








Price Index Estimation Using Price Imputation for Unsold Items 351putation of the missing price. In the ﬁrst month that an item is missing, the
price of the missing item is ignored and the resulting price index is calcu-
lated by ignoring the item. If the item continues to be missing after the ﬁrst
month, then the BLS staﬀ selects an item that is similar to the missing one
and is available for sale and uses its price to impute a price for the missing
item.
To describe this imputation adjustment fully, I give a simple example.
Suppose in period s, item h and item i are available for sale, and both items
have similar characteristics. If item h disappears in period s   1, then the
month-to-month index is computed by dropping the price of the missing
item. This is an implicit imputation, in which the imputed price of the miss-
ing item is merely the previous price times the month-to-month index.
If the item is still missing in s   2, the imputed prices, p ˆh
s 1 and p ˆh
s 2 for
the index from period s   1 to s   2, are
p ˆ h
s 1   p ˆ h








s 2   p ˆ h







This is an explicit imputation. However, it is based on the implicit assump-
tion that the consumer will buy this replacement item and that there is no
welfare loss from the disappearance of the item.
As mentioned previously, if an item is available for sale in an outlet, its list
price is still used in the index. However, one cannot observe the list price of
unsold items in the scanner data set.
11.2.3 Carry-Forward Imputation
Missing prices can be explicitly imputed by “carrying forward” the last
recorded price. Like the unit value, this is computationally simple, and it
does not require the grouping of items as in the unit value approach. As
Armknecht and Maitland-Smith (1999) point out, this method can produce
abrupt changes in the index when the item reappears. Additionally, if the list
or market price does not equal the imputed carry-forward price, then the in-
dex could be biased.
However, the carry-forward approach has certain advantages over the
unit value approach. The explicit imputation is done with the price of the
same item and therefore with the same quality characteristic. However, if
the time period, itself, is an important characteristic, then this imputation
approach suﬀers the same disadvantage of the unit value approach since the
time characteristic embodied in the price diﬀers from the true time charac-
teristic.
It should be self-evident that if nonsold items were oﬀered at a price
greater than the carry-forward price, then using the carry-forward price
352 Ralph Bradleycould generate a bias in the price index. However, in these cases the carry-
forward price could be greater than the price that makes the quantity de-
manded exactly equal to zero. For example, if there is a deeply discounted
sale one week and consumers buy enough to supply themselves for over a
week, in the second week there could be no sales at the deeply discounted
price because consumers are saturated with a large inventory.2
11.2.4 An Economic Approach to Imputation
Unlike the methods of Little and Rubin (1987), the methods that are dis-
cussed above are not designed with the intent of generating a replacement
random variable whose distribution closely approximates the distribution
of the missing variable. The method in this section attempts to adapt the
methods of Little and Rubin so that the imputed price method accounts not
only for the expected value of the missing variable but also for the variance.
If the imputed random variable has the same expectation as the missing ran-
dom variable, but a diﬀerent variance, then when these imputed values are
used to compute regression parameters or are plugged into nonlinear func-
tions, there can be resulting biases. Finally, when prices are missing one
needs to account for the possibility that these prices are not missing at ran-
dom but are missing because of their underlying value.
Fortunately, there is enough information in scanner databases to impute
an estimate of the “reservation” or virtual price so that this imputed price
estimate has a distribution that closely approximates the distribution of the
true reservation price. This is the price that will make the quantity de-
manded equal to zero. To describe this method, I denote the k commodity




s.t. px   y
x   0
where U(x) is the direct utility function with the standard regularity condi-
tions. Let  and  be the Lagrangian multiplier for the ﬁrst and second con-
straint, respectively. If the “desired” quantity for the ith good is negative,
the ﬁrst-order condition at the bound of xi   0 is then
(2) Ui(x)xi 0    pi    0,
where the subscript on U denotes the derivative of the ith item. The virtual
price is then Ui(x)xi   0/ . Although the “desired” {xi∗   [xi : U(x) –  pi  
0]}, is negative, we observe xi is exactly zero. If the market price was
Ui(x)xi 0/  then the quantity demanded would be exactly zero. Letting  i
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2. Feenstra and Shapiro discuss this issue in chapter 5 in this volume.denote the virtual or “reservation” price, the ﬁrst-order conditions or tan-
gency conditions are restated as
(3) Ui(x)xi 0      i   0.
The role of the virtual price can be displayed graphically using a k   2 ex-
ample. In ﬁgure 11.1, the market price line is MM and the “desired” quan-
tities are x∗
1 and x∗
2. However, this solution violates the nonnegativity con-
straint, since x∗
1   0. Therefore, there is a corner solution at x2, and there
are no sales of good 1. The indiﬀerence curve U represents the equilibrium
utility and is lower than U , which could be reached if there is no nonnega-
tivity constraint. Therefore, the shadow price of this nonnegativity con-
straint is U – U. The slope of the price line MM is the ratio –p1/p2. The price
line RR is tangent to U at the equilibrium quantities of (0, x2). The slope of
the price line RR is – 1/p2. If the market price for good 1 had been  1, the
consumer would have reached the same utility that she does under the con-
strained problem. It is necessary that  1   p1.
If we knew the virtual prices in the scanner data sets, then we could cor-
rectly account for the eﬀects of a missing price quote that was either the re-
sult of no inventory or of a market price that was “too high.” In either case,
the virtual price would satisfy condition (c), and if we knew the functional
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Fig. 11.1 A boundary conditionform of the consumer’s utility function, we could use these virtual prices
along with the prices of the purchased items to construct a true cost-of-
living index. Additionally, we do not need to observe the “list” prices of the
nonsold items because they would not be relevant in the construction of a
cost of living index.
Unfortunately, one does not observe the virtual price. Instead, a demand
system must be estimated, and, using the parameters of the estimated de-
mand system and the prices of the purchased goods, one can impute an es-
timate of the virtual price. This method has been used in studies that at-
tempt to determine the welfare eﬀects in the introduction of new goods (see
Hausman 1996 and Feenstra 1994, 1997). In this study, the indirect utility
function is the “stochastic” translog:3
H(v;  ,  , ε)   ∑
k
i 1












where vi ln(pi/y) and εiis a mean zero random variable. The following ho-
mogeneity constraints are imposed: ∑k
i 1 i   1, ∑k
j 1 ij   0, ∀i. Using these
constraints and Roy’s Identity, and not imposing the nonnegativity con-
straint for the quantities, we get the “desired” share equations for the ith
share:
(4) wi∗    i  ∑
k
j 1
 ijvj   εi
However, suppose that for the ﬁrst good w∗
1   0. Then the observed shares
{wi}k
i 1 will not equal the “desired” shares {wi∗}k
i 1, w1   0, and ∑k
i 1wi   1.
Suppose further that k   3, w2   0, and w3   0. Then the system of equa-
tions becomes




 ( 1    12v2    13v3   ε1)
w2    2    21 1    22v2    23v3   ε2
w3    3    31 1    32v2    23v3   ε3
In order to impute  1, we need to estimate the parameters of this demand sys-
tem. Since v1 is not observable, the resulting model is truncated rather than
censored. In this example, the structural equation for the second good is





















21   v3   ε ˜2,
where
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3. The superlative BLS price will have a Törnqvist functional form, and I posit the translog








The parameter estimation in this example requires the accounting of “se-
lection eﬀects” because the following event has occurred:





















21   v3 .
This event is denoted as A2, and A3 is the event that the third good is pur-
chased. Therefore, the following holds:














21   v2







21   v3   E(ε ˜2A2, A3)
Since E(ε ˜2A2, A3) is a function of the observed v2, and v3, and since the
residuals across the equations are not independent (since each one will now
contain ε1), the regressors are now correlated with the residual. Therefore,
the econometric estimation of the share equations cannot be solely done by
nonlinear least squares estimation. It is these selection eﬀects that make
price imputation more diﬃcult than the imputation in a “new goods” prob-
lem in which the time period of introduction is exogenous and therefore se-
lection eﬀects need not be incorporated. The appendix describes the esti-
mation method used in this study in order to get the parameters of the
demand system.
Once the parameters of the demand system have been estimated, it might
be tempting to impute the virtual price   ˆ1 by




 (  ˆ1    ˆ
12v2    ˆ
13v3).
  ˆ
i denotes the parameter estimate of  i. While plim(  ˆ1)   E( 1), the vari-
ance of the imputed virtual price,   ˆ1, will be smaller than variance of the ac-
tual virtual price,  1. One needs to account for the variance that comes from
both the residual and the parameter estimates. The appendix describes this
imputation method in greater detail.
11.3 The Cereal Scanner Data Set
The data set used in this study is the source data set that the BLS has used
to construct its real time New York Cereal Index, which is described in the
Richardson article of this publication. It contains the price and quantity
sold for the supermarket outlets for New York City and its surrounding
counties. Most large grocery chains, price clubs, and drugstores use scan-
356 Ralph Bradleyner systems to monitor their inventory, to store prices, and to retrieve these
stored prices when items pass through the checkout line. Each item has a
twelve-digit bar code or Universal Product Code (UPC). It is the UPC that
distinguishes the diﬀerent items that are sold in an outlet. Diﬀerent digits in
the UPC are reserved to identify speciﬁc characteristics. For instance, there
are ﬁve digits used to identify the manufacturer. These digits are assigned to
the manufacturer by the Uniform Code Council. Another ﬁve digits are
used by the manufacturer to identify each distinct product that is produced.
Each new item or change in an existing item requires the issuing of a new
UPC code.
When an item goes through the checkout line, the cash register scans the
UPC code of the item, retrieves a price, and then records the sale on a com-
puter tape or disk. From these records, one can ﬁnd the weekly sales and
prices for each bar-coded item in a grocery store. The outlet managers can
use this information to monitor the turnover of the items on their shelves
and make adjustments to improve their sales margins.
Even for a highly speciﬁed “item-area” such as cereal in New York, these
data sets are extremely large. For instance, one month of data for New York
cereal contains more observations than the entire data set that the BLS uses
within a year. Because of this vast size, there is a need to establish a hier-
archy. Figure 11.2 outlines the hierarchy for cereal. At the top level, the
module identiﬁes broad category type (ready-to-eat vs. hot cereal). At the
next level is the brand name. Sometimes a brand name is the proprietary
trademark of a ﬁrm (e.g., Cheerios) and other times it is not (e.g., Raisin
Bran). At the lowest level is the UPC, each speciﬁc product having a unique
UPC.
Table 11.1 lists the frequency of at least one unsold item for eight major
brands over the 181-week period in the scanner data set. Except for Mini
Wheats and Total, there is at least a 20 percent chance that for a given week
that there will be at least one unsold UPC. It is evident that this probability
increases with the number of UPCs within a brand. Although the probabil-
ity of a nonsale is 20 percent for a particular brand, for every week in the
data set used in this study, there are at least three nonsales.
In this study, when I compute indexes using the unit value approach, I
group the UPCs by brand and then compute a unit value for each brand. I
can do this since in this data set there is always at least one item within a
brand that has strictly positive sales. I also investigate whether the items
within a brand satisfy the Balk’s criteria for a unit value index.
Even within brands and among outlets, there is evidence of product diﬀ-
erentiation. The graphs in ﬁgure 11.3 plot the range of each week’s prices
for the top-selling UPCs in New York at diﬀerent stores.4 It is evident that
the outlet diﬀerentiates the product, since consumers do not purchase only
Price Index Estimation Using Price Imputation for Unsold Items 357




























lat the outlet oﬀering the lowest price. Although Reinsdorf (1993) found ev-
idence of outlet substitution bias, it seems clear that outlets are not perfect
substitutes. Notice that the minimum price in general ﬂuctuates more than
the maximum price. The reason is that diﬀerent stores put these items on
sale at diﬀerent times, and the percent reduction of the sale price varies
across store. Most often the minimum price is a sale price.
When a brand has several UPCs assigned to it, it is usually the box size
that distinguishes the two UPCs within the same brand. Conventional wis-
dom might conclude that box size is an “immaterial” characteristic. How-
ever, I ﬁnd evidence to the contrary. I select three of the larger-selling brands
and select two UPCs for each brand. The only characteristic that diﬀeren-
tiates the two UPCs is box size. For each store, I subtract the price of the
larger box from the price of the smaller box and then average these diﬀer-
ences across stores. The results are listed in table 11.2, and the null hypoth-
esis that the two prices are equal is always rejected. Therefore, we observe
that outlets oﬀer a choice of diﬀerent box sizes for the same brand. These
diﬀerent box sizes have diﬀerent per ounce prices. Both box sizes enjoy pos-
itive sales. Therefore, a 20-oz. box of Cheerios is not a perfect substitute
fora   15-oz. box of Cheerios. Additionally, it is evident that a 20-oz. box of
Cheerios in one store is not a perfect substitute for a 20-oz. box in another
store. Therefore, both the outlet and the box size diﬀerentiate the product.
Based on this evidence, I conclude that the suﬃcient conditions for con-
structing a price index by taking unit values either across outlets or across
items with a particular brand do not hold for the cereal market in New
York. Obviously neither the items within a brand nor the outlets are com-
plements. There is a variance of prices within a brand and among outlets.
The items within a brand are not perfect substitutes. If they were perfect
substitutes, then manufacturers and outlets would not be bearing the addi-
tional costs of oﬀering diﬀerent box sizes for the same item. However, it is
still possible that a unit value approach might “closely” approximate a true
price index.
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Table 11.1 The Frequency of Unsold Items by Brand
% of periods with Number of Items (UPCs)
Brand Unsold Item within Brand
Cheerios 20.1 5
Corn Flakes 27.6 7
Raisin Bran 28.6 5
Rice Krispies 24.8 3
Honey Nut Cheerios 12.8 4
Frosted Flakes 33.1 7
Total 18.2 3


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































nTo gain insight on the nonsale of items in this database, I deﬁne a sale as
any price that is 95 percent or below the median price. Among the items that
experience no sales, 28 percent of the nonsales follow its own sale andat the
same time occur when at least one other item with its own brand experi-
ences a sale. Twenty-one percent of the nonsales follow only its own sale,
and 22 percent occur only during the sale of at least one other item within
its own brand. The remaining 29 percent do not follow either its own sale
or occur during the sale of at least one other sale in its own brand. These
results should inﬂuence the results of the carry-forward imputation ap-
proach.
11.4 The Indexes Based on Five Methods
I estimate Törnqvist price indexes using one implicit imputation, the unit
value, and four explicit methods. The ﬁrst explicit method is the carry for-
ward. The second is the BLS method. The last two are the imputations of
the virtual price. I impute the virtual price two ways—ﬁrst by using a simple
direct approach using equation (6) and second by accounting for the selec-
tion eﬀects and all the sources of variation. The imputation approach is de-
scribed in the appendix.
My time series starts in August 1994 and ends in March 1998, and it has
181 weeks. The “cereal price war” occurs during this period as Kellogg’s at-
tempts to stop its falling market share. Price drops are most dramatic for
those brands whose name is not proprietary, such as Raisin Bran and Corn
Flakes.
I randomly select a store and start with the brands that have the highest
expenditure share. I do this because the price indexes coming from these
brands will be given a greater weight in the ﬁnal index. It would almost be
computationally impossible to do this for every brand, and therefore it is
perhaps more important to correctly generate indexes for the brands that
will get the most weight.
When I estimate the virtual prices, I ﬁrst estimate the parameters of the
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Table 11.2 Within-Store Differences in Price per Ounce
Average t-test Probability
Difference in that Average 
Brand Name Sizes Price per Oz. Difference = 0 Maximum Median Minimum
General Mills 
Cheerios 15 oz, 20 oz 0.009024 0.0001 0.1665 0.017667 –0.16017
Kellogg’s Corn 
Flakes 12 oz, 18 oz 0.043853 0.0001 0.1675 0.04125 –0.08375
Kellogg’s Raisin 
Bran 11 oz, 22 oz 0.048706 0.0001 0.179136 0.045955 0.017773model that is depicted in equation (4) by nonlinear least squares without ad-
justing for the selection eﬀects of product exit and entry. I use the model pa-
rameters to impute a virtual price as described in equation (6). Then I esti-
mate the model again and account for the selection eﬀect as shown in
equation (5) by using a simulated moment method, described in the appen-
dix. When I impute a virtual price this time, I account for the additional
sources of variation.
The UPCs that fall under each brand include both the national trade-
mark brand and the private-label counterpart that is intended to serve as a
substitute for the national brand. Therefore, for a brand such as Cheerios,
I include all the diﬀerent boxes of General Mills Cheerios and the store’s
private-label cereal that is intended to be a substitute for Cheerios. I include
the private labels because they are speciﬁcally manufactured to be a substi-
tute for a national brand even though the characteristics of the cereal are
not exactly the same. In the case of the “Raisin Bran” brand, I combine
both Kellogg’s and Post Raisin Bran along with the private label that is in-
tended to be a substitute for the Post Raisin Bran.
Finally, I construct Törnqvist indexes for the fourteen top-selling brands
using ﬁve diﬀerent imputation methods.5 The ﬁrst index uses unit values,
and the second index uses the imputed virtual prices that come from the pa-
rameter estimates that are done without adjusting for the selection eﬀects.
The third index is calculated using the full imputation procedures described
in the previous section. The fourth index uses the carry-forward imputa-
tion, and the ﬁfth method is the BLS method.
Table 11.3lists the parameter estimates for the nonlinear least squares es-
timation that does not incorporate the selection eﬀects. (Table 11A.1 lists
the results that do incorporate the selection eﬀects.) Because of space limi-
tations, I do not report the results for each brand. Instead, I give the results
for the top-selling brands. The ﬁrst results are for the Cheerios brand. There
are ﬁve UPCs that fall within this brand. The UPCs are a private-label 7-oz.
box, a 35-oz. box of Cheerios, a 20-oz. box of Cheerios, a 10-oz. box of
Cheerios, and a 15-oz. box of Cheerios. Generally, the cross eﬀects among
the 20-oz., 10-oz., and 15-oz. boxes increase after the selection eﬀects are in-
corporated. This should be expected. The absolute value of the own price
coeﬃcients increases for those UPCs with a relatively large share of the
Cheerios brand.
The next set of results is for the Corn Flakes brand. The ﬁrst ﬁve UPCs
are, respectively, the 45-oz. box, the 7-oz. box, the 12-oz. box, the 18-oz.
box, and the 24-oz. box for Kellogg’s Corn Flakes. The last are respectively
the 12-oz. and 18-oz. boxes of the private label. The highest cross eﬀect is
between the 18-oz. box of Kellogg’s and the 24-oz. box. In the appendix, I
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5. Again, I focus on the Törnqvist, since the chained Törnqvist will be the functional form
of the newly published BLS superlative index.Table 11.3 Parameter Estimates of Lower-Level Demand Systems by Brand without
Selection Effects
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7
General Mills Cheerios (R2 = .808)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 0.42
(.023)
Item 2 0.04 –0.23
(.019) (.031)
Item 3 0.11 0.12 –0.86
(.040) (.047) (.084)
Item 4 0.13 0.24 0.40 –0.93
(.029) (.037) (.058) (.066)
Item 5 0.13 –0.17 0.22 0.15 –0.32
(.044) (.042) (.061) (.049) (.084)
Constant 0.31 0.49 0.66 1.10 –1.56
(.073) (.066) (.142) (.101) (.201)
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes (R2 = .716)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.23
(.003)
Item 2 0.00 –0.26
(.004) (.060)
Item 3 0.00 0.25 –0.51
(.012) (.065) (.104)
Item 4 0.07 0.02 0.12 –0.87
(.020) (.032) (.061) (.094)
Item 5 –0.03 –0.06 0.07 0.51 –0.59
(.017) (.032) (.058) (.065) (.076)
Item 6 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.06 –0.26
(.005) (.019) (.048) (.048) (.041) (.023)
Item 7 –0.31 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.00 –0.09
(.007) (.010) (.030) (.044) (.037) (.013) (.022)
Constant –0.16 0.57 1.05 0.26 –0.66 –0.09 0.04
(.033) (.053) (.129) (.209) (.170) (.068) (.078)
Kellogg’s Raisin Bran (R2 = .663)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.06
(0.004)
Item 2 0.07 –0.86
(0.038) (0.097)
Item 3 –0.05 0.47 –0.73
(0.032) (0.088) (0.135)
Item 4 0.00 0.00 0.026 –0.27
(0.006) (0.037) (0.048) (0.014)
Item 5 0.03 0.32 0.05 0.00 –0.41
(0.027) (0.078) (0.099) (0.039) (0.116)
Constant 0.21 0.98 –1.04 0.20 0.66
(.022) (.169) (.193) (.042) (.159)Table 11.3 (continued)
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7
Kellogg’s Rice Krispies (R2 = .781)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.70
(.001)
Item 2 0.21 –0.57
(.025) (.046)
Item 3 0.49 0.36 –0.85
(.032) (.046) (.055)
Constant –0.15 1.17 –0.02
(.141) (.095) (.123)
General Mills Honey Nut Cheerios (R2 = .835)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.32
(.034)
Item 2 0.01 –0.12
(.019) (.012)
Item 3 0.18 0.01 –0.65
(.034) (.026) (.057)
Item 4 0.14 0.10 0.47 –0.70
(.035) (.025) (.048) (.054)
Constant –0.01 0.45 –0.58 1.13
(0.104) (0.058) (0.154) (0.158)
Brand/Item Item Description
Cheerios
Item 1 General Mills 7 oz.
Item 2 General Mills 35 oz.
Item 3 General Mills 20 oz
Item 4 General Mills 10 oz.
Corn Flakes
Item 1 Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 45 oz.
Item 2 Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 7 oz.
Item 3 Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 12 oz.
Item 4 Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 18 oz.
Item 5 Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 24 oz.
Item 6 Private Label 12 oz.
Item 7 Private Label 10 oz.
Raisin Bran
Item 1 Kellogg’s Raisin Bran 23.5 oz.
Item 2 Kellogg’s Raisin Bran 20 oz.
Item 3 Post Raisin Bran 20 oz.
Item 4 Private Label 51 oz.
Item 5 Kellogg’s 25.5 oz.
Rice Krispies
Item 1 Kellogg’s Rice Krispies 15 oz.
Item 2 Kellogg’s Rice Krispies 10 oz.
Item 3 Kellogg’s Rice Krispies 19 oz.
Honey Nut Cheerios
Item 1 General Mills 27 oz.
Item 2 General Mills 48 oz.
Item 3 General Mills 14 oz.
Item 4 General Mills 20 oz.
Note: Standard errors in parentheses.show that the cross eﬀect is increased when the parameters are estimated
with the selection eﬀect. In both estimations, there are negative cross eﬀects
between the 45-oz. box and the private labels. This is a disturbing result.
When estimating these parameters, there is one factor that perhaps can
create bias. Oftentimes, an outlet will place an item on sale and temporar-
ily run out of the item during the sale period. In these situations, the desired
quantity purchased does not equal the actual quantity purchase. Unfortu-
nately, the event of an “item run-out” is not recorded on the scanner data
sets. This measurement error problem should include a downward bias in
the absolute value of both the own and cross eﬀects since the magnitude of
the quantity change coming from a price change is underreported. For the
time being, this problem will persist, and it will also aﬀect the values of any
superlative index that is calculated from this data.
Additional results from the top-selling brands are also listed in table 11.2
but will not be discussed in this paper.
Table 11.4 gives summary statistics for the Törnqvist indexes generated
in this study, and ﬁgures 11.4A and 11.4B plot the value of the indexes. I
compute both a chained and a direct Törnqvist index for each method over
the 181-week period. The column head “simple imputation” refers to the
simple economic imputation that is done without incorporating the selec-
tion eﬀects and that uses a price using the form in equation (6). Addition-
ally, it does not account for all the sources of variation. The column head
“full imputation” is the economic imputation that does account for selec-
tion eﬀects and all source of variation. Besides giving summary statistics,
this table also gives the last period value for each one of the methods.
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Table 11.4 Index Results Summary Statistics
Last Period Standard
Method Value Average Deviation Median Minimum Maximum
Unit value
Direct 0.71174988 0.8690262 0.073431105 0.868337 0.575281 1.0302505
Chained 0.77702322 0.8805631 0.058646995 0.879293 0.66946 1.02783
Carry forward
Direct 0.89017 0.9513015 0.031027043 0.95083 0.81719 1.00501
Chained 0.7946 0.9118548 0.051323889 0.89991 0.75456 1.00848
BLS method
Direct 0.8584 0.9376107 0.034104332 0.93665 0.8141 1.00246
Chained 0.88219 0.9771714 0.035775544 0.97913 0.8512 1.05026
Simple imputation
Direct 0.8312895 0.9277948 0.040486383 0.935425 0.751042 1.0178959
Chained 0.87883525 0.9484294 0.034320196 0.957048 0.841315 1.0136196
Full imputation
Direct 0.833335324 0.9293684 0.039747923 0.936333 0.751782 1.0170632
































































































































































sFigures 11.4A and 11.4B illustrate an important result. The lines that de-
pict the indexes that are not based on unit values are indistinguishable. The
line for the unit values is distinguishable and lies below the other indexes.
While the other methods generate signiﬁcantly diﬀerent results when com-
pared to each other, the magnitude of these diﬀerences is not as large as
their diﬀerence with the indexes that use unit values. It is important to note
that in the unit value method all the prices within each group are being re-
placed by their unit value. In the other methods, the prices of the sold items
are always the same; therefore, the only diﬀerence is solely the result of the
imputation method itself. For cereal in New York, the Balk criteria for us-
ing unit values do not hold, and the indexes using unit values produce dra-
matically diﬀerent results.
What is surprising is that under the direct method there is the small magni-
tude of diﬀerence between the BLS method and the full and simple economic
imputations. Clearly, the current BLS method is far simpler than the eco-
nomic approach, and it seems that the BLS’s current price replacement meth-
ods at least somewhat incorporate the welfare eﬀects of a nonsale of an item.
Sections A and B of table 11.5 list the mean diﬀerences between indexes
and give a standard errors for these diﬀerences. The index for each time pe-
riod using the method listed in the row down the page is subtracted from the
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Table 11.5 Difference across Methods in Estimates of Price Change
Unit Carry BLS Simple Full
Value Forward Method Imputation Imputation
A. Direct
Unit value –0.082 –0.069 –0.059 –0.060
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
Carry forward 0.082 0.014 0.024 0.022
(0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
BLS method 0.069 –0.014 0.010 0.008
(00.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Simple imputation 0.059 –0.024 –0.010 –0.002
(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.000)
Full imputation 0.060 –0.022 –0.008 0.002
(0.004 (0.002) (0.002) (0.000)
B. Chain
Unit value –0.0313 –0.0966 –0.0679 –0.0695
(0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Carry forward 0.0313 –0.0653 –0.0366 –0.0382
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
BLS method 0.0966 0.0653 0.0287 0.0271
(0.004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Simple imputation 0.0679 0.0366 –0.0287 –0.0016
(0.004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.000)
Full imputation 0.0695 0.0382 –0.0271 0.0016
(0.004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.000)
Note: Standard errors in parentheses.index method listed in the column and then averaged. All of the diﬀerences
are signiﬁcant at the 5 percent level. There is even a signiﬁcant diﬀerence be-
tween the full and the simple economic imputation approach. Clearly, the
regression results between the model that incorporated the selection eﬀects
and the one that did not were not large in magnitude, and thus the resulting
diﬀerences in the price indexes are not large.
There is an interesting result for the chained index based on the carry-
forward method. The chained index drifts below its direct value. Usually, the
reverse happens. A major pitfall of the Törnqvist is that it is not reversible, so
that if prices return to their base-period value, a chained Törnqvist will not
necessarily equal one. It is very important to note from table 11.4 that the
chained Törnqvist using the carry-forward method has a higher variance
than the other explicit methods. This conﬁrms the conclusions of Armknecht
and Maitland-Smith (1999), and, as mentioned earlier, the carry-forward
method carries forward a sales price for over 49 percent of the imputations,
so that when the item is purchased again there is a “bounce” in the index.
However, this “bounce” after reappearance does not completely oﬀset the
downward drift that occurs from deeply discounted sales. Perhaps these are
important reasons that the carry-forward method might be avoided.
11.5 Conclusions
Among the alternative imputation methods that are reviewed in this
study, it seems that the unit value methods generate the largest diﬀerence
when applied to the scanner cereal database for New York. Clearly, the ce-
real market does not have the characteristics that are suﬃcient for a price
index that uses unit values to be a true price index. However, there could
easily be other product areas where at least one of Balk’s criteria is met. For
example, in the tuna market, Feenstra and Shapiro’s study (chap. 5) in this
volume indicates that the conditions for taking unit values across time
might provide a true price index.
The economic approach in this study did not produce an index whose
diﬀerence with the index using the BLS approach was large in magnitude
even though the diﬀerence was statistically signiﬁcant. At least in the cereal
market, it seems that the BLS imputation method produces indexes with
relatively smaller variances and whose results are close in magnitude to the
indexes based on the economic approach.
Appendix
Here, I describe the full economic imputation method in detail. I posit the
translog indirect utility function that generates the “desired” share equa-
tions depicted in equation (6).
374 Ralph BradleySuppose in time period t goods that are indexed from 1 to m are unsold
and the remaining k – m goods experience positive sales. The system of
equations for this time period is then
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m 1   0, . . . , wt
k   0, vt;  , ∑   
The matrix of  i,j is  . The reason that   and vt are conditioning values
in equation (10) is that the integration limits Bi have these values in their
domain. There is no analytical solution to equation (10). However, using
as imulation technique that is essentially a variant of the Geweke-
Hajivassiliou-Keane (GHK) simulator that is described in Gourieroux and
Monfort (1996), I can generate a k– mrandom vector whose expected mean
is E(ε ˜twm 1   0, . . . , wk   0, vt;  , Σ). In this study, I generate 200 simula-
tions of this random variable and then average them. I denote this average
as h(vt;  , Σ). Since this is an unbiased estimate of equation (10) of O p(1/
 200  ), the variance of h(vt;  , Σ) should be small. Letting
w ˆ i
t vt;  , ∑     i  ∑
m
j 1





t   h vt;  , ∑ 
and letting w ˆ t(vt;  , Σ) be the k – m vector of w ˆ i
t(vt;  , Σ), I solve
min
 , ,Σ S2  ∑
T
t 1 wt   w ˆt vt;  , ∑  
 At wt   w ˆt vt;  , ∑  
Atis a weighting matrix that accounts for the “within time period” variance
covariance E(ε ˜t – h(vt;  , Σ))(ε ˜t – h(vt;  , Σ)) .6 This model assumes inde-
pendence across time for the residual.7 The regression results of this esti-
mation are listed in table 11A.1.
Once the parameters are estimated, I can impute the virtual prices. Here, I
rely on the method of Little and Rubin (1987). The true virtual price vector is
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However, I only have parameter estimates in place of the true parameter, and
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6. In this study, I estimate At by taking the 200 draws that are used to compute h and calcu-
late a variance matrix around h.
7. Future study should focus on time dependence of the residual and on the possibility that
historical prices inﬂuence demand.Table 11A.1 Parameter Estimates of Lower-Level Demand Systems by Brand with
Selection Effects
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7
General Mills Cheerios (R2 = .840)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.29
(0.019)
Item 2 0.04 –0.28
(0.016) (0.040)
Item 3 0.10 0.14 –1.02
(0.037) (0.051) (0.100)
Item 4 0.16 0.35 0.50 –1.25
(0.024) (0.046) (0.060) (0.074)
Item 5 –0.02 –0.24 0.28 0.24 –0.25
(0.036) (0.045) (0.069) (0.040) (0.089)
Constant 0.25 0.83 0.91 1.66 –2.65
(0.080) (0.095) (0.168) (0.114) (0.232)
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes (R2 = .723)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 0.00
(0.001)
Item 2 0.00 –0.25
(0.001) (0.060)
Item 3 0.00 0.27 –0.51
(0.004) (0.065) (0.106)
Item 4 0.03 0.05 0.12 –0.91
(0.007) (0.037) (0.068) (0.103)
Item 5 –0.01 –0.11 0.05 0.57 –0.63
(0.006) (0.037) (0.058) (0.071) (0.081)
Item 6 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.07 –0.31
(0.002) (0.019) (0.048) (0.051) (0.041) (0.029)
Item 7 –0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.01 –0.09
(0.003) (0.010) (0.030) (0.050) (0.045) (0.011) (0.023)
Constant –0.08 0.71 1.05 0.35 –0.68 –0.03 –0.32
(0.024) (0.066) (0.158) (0.224) (0.177) (0.062) (0.114)
Kellogg’s Raisin Bran (R2 = .667)
Own and Cross Effect
Item 1 –0.07
(0.006)
Item 2 0.07 –0.84
(0.033) (0.108)
Item 3 –0.06 0.48 –0.74
(0.039) (0.093) (0.138)
Item 4 0.00 –0.01 0.030 –0.31
(0.007) (0.037) (0.052) (0.019)
Item 5 0.06 0.29 0.02 0.02 –0.39
(0.032) (0.084) (0.109) (0.040) (0.116)
Constant 0.19 0.93 –1.10 0.33 0.65
(0.027) (0.186) (0.199) (0.052) (0.179)
(continued)a random draw from the distribution of the parameter to account for the
variance in the parameter estimates, and to account for the residual I take a
random draw from N(0k, Σ ˆ) and then substitute these into equation (11).
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Comment Eduardo Ley
Congratulations to the author for a most interesting and informative paper.
The paper deals with the issue of estimating price indexes when some price
observations are missing because the quantity observed is zero—as is often
the case with high-frequency highly disagreggated data. The approach fol-
lowed in the paper is to estimate demand systems that can then be used to
attribute virtual (shadow) prices, πis, to the zero-consumption goods (Lee
and Pitt 1986). The paper develops an innovative two-stage estimation
method for estimating the virtual prices. I will not comment on the econo-
metric methodology but will, rather, focus on aggregation and data issues.
Aggregation Issues








    1.
However, the problem treated in the paper is not a standard problem for two
reasons (a) there is aggregation (separation) over goods—that is, yonly rep-
resents the expenditure on cereal—and (b) there is aggregation over con-
sumers—that is, y refers to the aggregated expenditure at a particular es-
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Eduardo Ley is a senior economist at the International Monetary Fund Institute.tablishment during one week. I would have liked to see these two aggrega-
tion issues addressed in the paper. (Furthermore, note that the relationship
being estimated is not a proper consumer demand function but rather an
“establishment sales function.” Only after making further assumptions—
for example, ﬁxing the distribution of consumers across establishments—is
it permissible to jump to demand functions.)
Although arguably the aggregation across goods could be easily han-
dled—that is, through functional separability—the aggregation across con-
sumers requires, in my opinion, further reﬂection. What is being assumed at
the household level to give rise to this translog cost function at the retail-
establishment level?
As an example, if we assumed translog preferences at the household level,
the demand equation for good i by household h becomes
xi









and—without making assumptions on the distribution of income—the ag-
gregation condition requires linear Engel curves with identical slopes—that
is, for all h:  h     and  h
ij    ij. The resulting household demands would
generally result in positive shares for all cereal products—a highly unrealis-
tic scenario. Because of the highly disaggregated data, I conjecture that most
households only consume a small number of brands (typically one or two
per household member), and the possibilities of substitution among brands
are probably rather small, whereas the substitution among diﬀerent-sized
packages of the same product is large. I believe that aggregation over het-
erogeneous households would be a more realistic approach in this case.
In that vein, we could, for instance, get aggregate Cobb-Douglas con-
sumption functions (a particular case of the translog) from individual
Leontief-type preferences. In an extreme case, if households of type i buy 1

















where Hi is the number of type-i households. A better speciﬁcation is prob-
ably given by linear preferences over xis, which have the same or similar
content but diﬀer in package size and Leontief type over essentially diﬀer-
ent cereals. In any event, I would have liked to ﬁnd in the paper some argu-
ments providing some justiﬁcation for what is ultimately done.
Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference
There is, of course, a more basic question. Do the data satisfy the Gener-
alized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP)? If the observed (pt, xt) were
380 Ralph Bradleygenerated by a utility-maximizing aggregate consumer, the data must satisfy
GARP:
xtRxs ⇒ psxs ≤ psxt,
where R is the transitive closure of the directly revealed preferred relation,
RD,
ptxt ≥ ptx ⇔ xtRDx.
If there are (large) violations to GARP it does not make much sense to
worry about Slutsky symmetry implicit in the translog cost function—
GARP is a necessary and suﬃcient condition for utility maximization.
Thus, every maximizing consumer’s behavior must satisfy GARP, and if the
data satisfy GARP they can be interpreted as being generated by a utility-
maximizing entity—see, for example, Samuelson (1948), and also Varian
(1983) for tests on GARP. Jerison and Jerison (1999) relate violations of the
Slutsky conditions to sizes of revealed preference conditions—the incon-
sistencies measured by the highest possible minimum rate of real income
growth along revealed preference cycles in a particular region.
Therefore, the data should be checked for GARP before one attempts to
estimate any demand functions. If the data violate the restrictions implied
by the consumer optimization model, there is little justiﬁcation in using that
model to describe them.
Missing Data Are Observable
The motivation of the paper is that some weekly data pairs,
(xit, pit)
are completely missing whenever xit 0; that is, pitis not observed whenever
xit   0. However, the reporting retail establishment does have available a
much richer data set.
The establishment knows pitregardless of the recorded sales whenever the
stock of the product at the end-period, sit, is not zero. When sit 0, provided
that some sales were made during that week, the desired price data would
also be available. 
It follows that the problems raised in the paper can be easily circum-
vented if the reported data become
(xit, pit, sit)
whenever sit> 0 or xit> 0. Still, the problem of which price to use would arise
when sit   xit   0. Nevertheless, this case would be equally problematic for
the method developed in the paper.
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